
LAGOS STATE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION

UNIFIED SCHEMES OF WORK FOR PRIMARY SCHOOLS

(MATHEMATICS FOR PRIMARY 
SCHOOL)

PRIMARY FOUR THIRD TERM

LEARNING 
ACTIVITIES

EMBEDDED CORE 
LEARNING

WEEK TOPICS

Revvsion o' 2M terrn•s

Resurrption Test

2 LENGTH
Estrnating length

Conparvv

Additym and

subtraction of length

OuantJtabve Aptitude

Importance
It ts by fashim

designers to measure

-carpentry works.-tt is

used in sirnplfying

3 WEIGHT
Addition and

subtraction of weight

Multiplication of

weight in kilograms

by whole numbers

Division of weight in

kilograms by whole

number

Quantitative aptitude

Importance
It helps in the use of

weighing heavy objects

like haulage.

-It helps in the sales of

frozen food items such

as meat, fish, chicken,

turkey, crabs, etc.

4 SQUARE AND
RECTANGLE

Properties of a

square and a

LEARNING OBJECTiVES

Revison of terms work.

Revison of 2"' term's won
Resumpbon Test

Resumpbon Test

estmate distances in kilometers

and meters e.g. estimate the

Width or twght of. a wall, a

table, a floor, plane shapes to

the nearest meters or

æntimeters

compare measurement in

meters and kilometers e.g. Dayo

treks to the store which is a

quarter of a kilometer from his

house. If it takes him 15 minutes

to get to the store, how many

meters does he walkO

NB: 1 kilometer : 1000m

1/4km =

1000m -250m
4

calculate addition and

subtraction of length in

kilometers and meters.

Interpret and solve real life

problems on length.

Solve quantitative reasoning on

length.

Pupils should be able to:

solve addition problems on

weights of objects e.g. 236g +

362g = 598g

calculate difference in weights of

objects

solve problems on multiplication

of weight in kg and grams by

whole numbers.

solve problems on division of

weight in kg and grams by whole

numbers.

solve real life problems on

weight.

solve quantitative reasoning on
weight

Pupils should be able to:

measure and calculate the

rimeterofa uare,

Pupds as indrvidual use non standard unit e.g. their

fingers to measure the length of their tables and then

compare their measurements.

Pupils in small groups use ruler or tape measure to

measure different dimensions of objects in the

classroom as follows.

Measure
mm

0b ects

Height of

door.

w,dth of

door.

Length of a

new a

pencil.

Length of a

marker

board.

Length of a

index

fin er.

QUANTITATIVE REASONING

m Km

35000 35

54700 54.7

11200 11.2

Pupils:

as a class discuss the meaning of weight.

in pairs compare the weights of their bags.

check their individual weight using the weighing scale

and record.

find the sums and differences of their weights.

QUANTITATIVE REASONING

g

20

3

5

upt s:

Kg

20000

3000

5000

discuss the properties of a square and a rectangle.in pairs use tape measure to record the length of eachside of their desks, theredd them t ether to et the
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Revision of 2nd term's

Resum tion Test

Critical thinking

and problem

solving

Communication

and collaboration

Leadership and

personal
development

Creativity and

imagination

Critical thinking

and problem

solving

Communication

and collaboration

Leadership and

personal

development

Creativity and

imagination

Citizenship

Critical thinking

and problem

solving

Communication

115

RESOURCES

worK

Resu tontest i
AUDIO

RESOURCES
Tape rule

Measumg 
tape

Odometer

Fingers

WEB 
RESOURCES

Site Link
htt

.comlesson-

Ian.h*ha

Video Link

tch?v-

t=828s

AUDIO VISUAL

RESOURCES

Weighing sue

Pictures of

different measn;

scales

Stone

Pupifs schoci

WEB RESOURCES

Site Link
https:l/study.coaw

demyllessul!qrß

kids.html

Video Link

wow. 
tube.cor%K"

AUDIO VISUAL

RESOURCES
Cardboard

S uare chad



MATHEMATICS
TOPICS

of rd

lgSagce

s TIME

Importance
It us t schedu.é

iniog.

-It he'ps Weather

Forecaster.

-To plan events and

occasions e.g. festve

perods pregnancy

peöod, and

dosing at s&too; et

6 CAPACITY
Basic units of

measurements

Addöon and

Subtraction in fres-

Quanftatve

apttude

Importance
It is used at the f'±l

staton for fueling car. It

helps to know the

measurement of a

containers and quantity

of liquid they can how

-To help solve problems
in science dass,

laboratory and kitchen.

LEARNING OBJECTiVES• LEARNING ACTIVITIES EMBEDDED CORE LEARNING

•se stea of a •od

tea'

of *.xes Od

Pupis shodd t:

Seuss purpose of ine.

idea* tse seconds, nnutes
hour hands on a

teG on the dock (dp

ä±ogue)-

read and interpret

cn de'y, and

monthly acti,tes using a

deodar and recite 60 seconds

nake 1 rinute rhymes year

calende

use he notaion (ante
meö&an- before noon)' and

•pm (post meidian- after

noon)' for ire of the day

conversion of hour to minutes,

seconds and \ice-versa

tea stores on ine in connecton

to real fife problems

solve exercises cn quanttatve

apitude.

Pupils should be able to

discuss the meaning of capacity.

study the usage of standard

measurement of sone liquid

containers e.g. bottles of vater

and soft dirk of petol,

palm oil, groundnut 01 etc.

conven liters to

centiliters accurately e.g.

10000= 1 [iter

show the addition and

subtraction in liters correctly.

sotve real life problems.

solve quantitatve aptitude.

of tv n.Äy tm cf te

peoOxd to naÅe a scun

370.nt of pepers b decocæ a
of tee to of an zea

•ace. te
'830

QUANTITATIVE REASONING

2

48

13 30

esc:.ss puncse of in

a snai pups use iash cads b des. seasons
(rating. sunny and cf he year.

as a Sass ca:eodar game by at re-dom

a ise, bday S? trorrow wibe?

How many days are September? days

ahead t p?' eænt back-date to traæ histöcal

events et-

Pupas are t be exposed to real tie epefenæs on fine

so that t',ey æn be conscious for every event or

QUANTITATIVE REASONING
7.00 a.m

20 hrs

3.00 a.m

in groups fill different sizes of containers water

from a water vessel and then record their observation.

in groups prepare a chan on retic urnt conversion

from smaller unit t bigger nt and vice tersa.

2331 4.221 6S5L

SKUS

Cormriæim

Leader*

devehprrmt

Creat'vty ard

and

sdv;ng

acaboraion
Leadersh$

development

Crea&vity ard
imaginabm

RESOURCES

WEB RESOURCES
Li-k

ed-Perreer-of•-

ZUEa

AUOIÖVISUÅL
RESOURCES

(a-elowe and

Chart on seasons

of be year.

RESOURCES
Ste Link
httzs:Jhuckvemmk
evcorn201803teach

Video LN
www.putu&.comwa

AUDIOVISUAL
RESOURCES

Bottle of coke

Boffe water

Water vessel

Nur&r ±atts
easy identicabn

RESOURCES
Site LN
https•J/thesch&.n.c

om*sat-is-capacty

Ydeo
www-ymtube.ccm"wa

7 MID-TERM BREAK MID-TERM BREAK MID-TERM BREAK BREAK

terms and test



EMBEDDED CORLEARNING 
ACTIVITIES

SKILLS

TOPICS LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES Critical thinking

pupfis in groups measure and compare the quantity

and problem

PACITY

Importance

'the

NÉ SHAPES
Symmetry on plane
shapes
Horizontal and
vertical lines
Cardinal potnts

It used 

ghooid bo to
of n smnllor 

container to be derive from a bigger

cmtninor

by numbers

in titrøs (ftvioon by

hold 5 index each.

rpneon/f'O to

Ench ptnyor (pup") ig assigned unit of measure (e.g.

ctn. "tm, kg) to bo written on the index cards. Variety of

are progonted to the pupils to tape the index

cuvrdq to nppropriato objects, The winner is the first

pupil to tnpo tho cardg to the appropriate items,

OUANT'TAT'VE 
REASONING

361

Pupils should be able to Pupils:

describe the symmetry of a in a group arrange their writing materials vertically and

shape. horizontally.

identify the symmetrical line on in small groups arrange themselves in such a manner

plane shapes e.g square,
rectangle, tnangle etc. in

regulation to reflection.

to form cardinal points.

draw Nigerian flag on plane paper, colour it and draw

the lines of symmetry on it.

solving

Leadership and
personal

development
Creativity and
imagination

Citizenship

Critical thinking
and problem

Communication

and collaboration
Leadership and
personal

locate line(s) of symmetry of

plane figures at school and

write the capital letters of the alphabets, select the development
letters that you can draw lines of symmetry on. Draw Creativity and

AUDIOVI

RESOURCE}

Bottle

Bottle OfC0ke

easy 
iden%art8

WEB 
RE

Site

rn/work

hs,lke sheet .

ic/877/9?

tion-a .81mu

roble

ca arå

Video 
Link

Biro

tn designing
of dothes, buildings etc

hornes

identify nght angle, acute and

or write out the reflections of the letters on paper. imagination
m.

10 THREE

DIMENSIONAL
SHAPES (3D)

Quantitative
Reasonjng

It IS useful jn Art and

obtuse angles in plane shapes.

QUANTITATIVE REASONING
Acute angle is less than 900

obtuse angle i.e. 900> 9 < 1800

identify the cardinal points i.e North, South, East,
West.

Citizenship

s

distinguish between horizontal and vertical lines.

Vertical

line

Horizontal line
Pupils should be able to:

explajn meamng of three
dimensional shapes
distinguish between 2 and 3dimensional shapes
list the properties of three
djrnensjonal shapes
appreciate the presence anduses of 3 dimensional 

shapes at

apply 3-Dimentjonal 
shapes into

solve quantitative 
reasoning

Pupils in groups use cardboards or cartons to build
and design beautiful houses with these shapes
cube, cuboid, mne, pyramid and cylinder.

QUANTITATIVE 
REASONING

Copy and complete the table belowShapes
Tip of milk

No of edge No of verticesCube of
sugar
Box of match

LAGOS 
STATE 

MINISTRY 
OP 

EDUCATÆON

Critical hinking
and problem

Communication
and collaboration

Leadership and
personal

development

Creaåvity and
imagination

Citizenship

117

tch

AUDIO VISUA

RESOURCES

Card board

Cube of stg,

Wooden p"
Scissors

RESOURCES

Site Link

h •J/W%W.

m.coWmath.

3-di



TOPICS
WEEK

EVERYDAY
11 STATISTICS

Pictogram

Bar Chart

Mode

Simple probability

Importance
It helps in collecting,

organizing,

interpretingand

presenting information

in class, school or

family.

12 REVISION

LEARNING OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVItlES

Pupil should be able to:

group data or information using

diagram, pictures, images and

symbols.

draw a bar chart

identify the mode from the

graph.

relate the graph to real life

situations.

tell stories on theoretical

probability and solve the

problems.

solve quantitative reasoning.

REVISION

EXAMINATION

Pupils:

in the class are grouped according to their ages and
represent the information in a chart.

tell a story on data collection and interpreting.

tell a story on theoretical probability, then solve.

QUANTITATIVE REASONING

s F' 

P S 

vs 

s P P

VS C c v

st CC v

s c s s

Copy and complete the following

Letter P appears how many times?

Letter C appears how many times?

Letter S appears how many times?

Letter V appears how many times?

s

s

c

S

REVISION

EXAMINATION

EMBEDDED COR
SKILLS

Critical thinking

and problem

Communication

and collaboration

Leadership and

personal

development

Creativity ard
imagination

Citizenship

REVISION

EXAMINATION

MATHEMATICS
LEARNING

RESOURCES

Video Link
WM.youtube.com/wa

tch?v=wa19k9 hs
AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES

Pencils

Erasers

Sharpeners

Biros.

Number charts for

easy identifiætion

WEB RESOURCES
Site Link
https•Jhwww.splashlea

m.comtrnath-

vocabulary/qeomety/

baarqraph

https•]/www.splashlea

m.com/rnafr-

voæbulandqeometry/

Video Link
www.youtube.com/wa

k

REVISION

EXAMINATION
13 EXAMINATION

edudelighttutors.com


